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The purpose of this newsletter is to provide the latest updates and industry developments regarding the transition 
from Interbank Offered Rates (IBORs) to alternative  reference rates (ARRs). In this issue, you will find summarized 
jurisdictional highlights from the global regulatory community, industry working groups, and various industry news 
sources. 
 

INTERNATIONAL   

 The Financial Conduct Authority’s (FCA’s) Edwin Schooling Latter said, “Market participants need to be ready for 
announcements later this year setting out what will happen at the end of 2021.” 

 Following ISDA’s statement on the launch of the IBOR Fallbacks Supplement and IBOR Fallbacks Protocol, the Financial 
Stability Board (FSB), the Alternative Reference Rates Committee (ARRC), and the Working Group on Sterling Risk-free 
Reference Rates (RFRWG) published statements to encourage industry adoption. 

 The Financial Stability Board (FSB) published some general guidelines on IBOR Transition for financial institutions. Key 
steps identified by the FSB include: 

♦ Firms should have already identified and assessed all existing LIBOR exposures and agreed on a project plan to 
transition in advance of end-2021. 

♦ Firms are encouraged to adhere to the Protocol by the effective date (January 25, 2021).  

♦ By the end of 2020, firms should be in a position to offer non-LIBOR linked loans to their customers. 

♦ By mid-2021, firms should have established formalized plans to amend legacy contracts where this can be done 
and have implemented the necessary system and process changes to enable transition to robust alternative 
rates. 

♦ By end-2021, firms should be prepared for LIBOR to cease. 

 ISDA launched the IBOR Fallbacks Supplement to the 2006 ISDA Definitions and the ISDA 2020 IBOR Fallbacks Protocol 
on October 23, 2020. The supplement and the amendments made by the protocol will take effect on January 25, 2021. 
From that date, all new cleared and non-cleared derivatives that reference the definitions will include the fallbacks. 

 ISDA created a short video that explains what fallbacks are, why they are necessary, and the process for implementing 
them in new and legacy cleared and non-cleared derivatives trades. 

 

UNITED STATES  

 The Alternative Reference Rate Committee (ARRC) released FAQs to its Request for Proposals (RFP) for a potential 
administrator to publish forward-looking SOFR term rates and for the administrator of recommended spread adjustments 
and spread-adjusted SOFR rates to facilitate contractual fallbacks. 

 Both LCH and CME issued notices on their successful transition of cleared contracts from Fed Funds to SOFR 
discounting and Price Alignment Interest. 

 The Treasury Department and the IRS released the, “Revenue Procedure 2020-44” which describes how a modification of 
a debt agreement to include LIBOR fallback language would not result in a deemed taxable exchange of the instrument 
(i.e., it creates a safe harbor).   

 Following the Credit Sensitivity Group workshops, official-sector leaders said in a letter that they do not plan to 
recommend a credit-sensitive element to SOFR or a credit-sensitive rate. 

 

UNITED KINGDOM 

 The Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) and the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) published a joint Dear CEO letter 
on final preparations for the end of the transition period on December 31, 2020. 

 The UK government introduced the Financial Services Bill to Parliament, which provides amendments to the Benchmarks 
Regulation (BMR). It provides the FCA with new and enhanced powers to oversee the orderly wind-down of critical 
benchmarks, such as LIBOR. 

♦ In order to ensure an orderly wind-down of the benchmark for “tough legacy” contracts, the FCA will have 
discretion to determine specific categories of contracts which will be exempt from this prohibition on use. 

 

EUROZONE 

 A large majority of respondents were in favour of the European Central Bank (ECB) as a trusted authority to publish 
compounded term rates using the €STR, as proposed in the consultation. 

 

ASIA-PACIFIC 

 HKMA outlined their expectations for authorized institutions (AIs) regarding client treatment, client communication and 
education of LIBOR transition, and AIs internal preparations including training for frontline staff. 
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